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。FIELD。 

Video Games 

Cinema/TV Series 

General 
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Marketing 

Software/Mobile App 

IT 

。SKILLS。 

MTPE 

Translation 

Proofreading 

Subtitling 

。LANGUAGE。 

Chinese (Native) 

English 

。LANGUAGE PAIR。 

English>Chinese (Taiwan) 

。Rates (USD)。 

0.05~0.07/Source Word 

。Portfolio。 

YouTube Channel 

SUMMARY 

Hi, I'm Joe Chen (Nian-Cheng, Chen). I'm 22 years old and hold a bachelor’s degree in 

Information Management from Chaoyang University of Technology. 

In 2018, I began to voluntarily translate and subtitle English videos. In addition, I often 

localize public projects, which also helped me gain experience in translation. When 

translating, I focus on keeping the original meaning and ensuring clarity in the texts. 

I acknowledge that there is still room for improvement in my English proficiency, but I am 

enthusiastic about learning work-related knowledge and improving my language skills 

continuously in the workplace. 

TRANSLATION EXPERIENCE 

2018 – now 
 Translated various genres of videos, including gaming, discussion, 

entertainment, etc. 

 Localize public projects using Crowdin. 

 Ensure the original intent is preserved after translation. 

 Ensure the text is coherent and logically composed. 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY 

Watier (Front of the House) at Café O'bon, Taichung 

Nov, 2021 - Jun, 2023 
 Monitored and maintained a clean and organized dining area, to make 

sure customers has a positive experience. 

 Assisted the management team with inventory tracking and ordering, to 
improved supply chain efficiency. 

 Responded to customers inquiries and complaints in a timely and 
courteous manner. 

Guide (Tourism Factory) at Printing Plant, Ministry of Finance, Taichung 

Aug, 2023 - Sep, 2023 
 Provided exceptional customer service and care during tours, increasing 

positive customers reviews on Google Maps. 

 Developed and presented educational programs to visitors, to make 
visitors understand the history of the printing more easily. 

 Lead many groups of all sizes, including Adults and children. 

EDUCATION 

Information Management, Chaoyang University of Technology, Taichung 

Sep, 2019 - Jun, 2023 

 Member of Guitar Club.  

 Member of the Volleyball team. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCeAQLCm4PxfWPUFF_wdZBhg

